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New Aston Martin Flagship Debuts: Q New York
Alexander Zilberman Architecture as Architects

ASTON MARTIN UNVEILS ITS FIRST ULTRA-LUXURY FLAGSHIP, Q NEW YORK

-Experience unmatched British tailoring with unique craftsmanship and highly tuned
intensity at the Home of Aston Martin in Manhattan

-Aston Martin’s �rst ultra-luxury �agship location on 450 Park Avenue, in the heart
of New York City

-Q New York provides an exclusive and immersive entry into the thrilling world of
Aston Martin

-O�ering an ultimate blend of digital and physical car con�guration, the new location
brings the very highest levels of the Q by Aston Martin bespoke service

-Flagship opening builds on Aston Martin’s long-standing commitment to luxury
craft and the growing trend of personalisation

View Gallery
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Where Savile Row meets Park Avenue. Aston Martin proudly opens the doors to Q New
York, its �rst ultra-luxury �agship on 450 Park Avenue, in New York City.

The new location brings the highest levels of the iconic British brand’s bespoke
service, Q by Aston Martin to North America for the very �rst time, providing the
most sophisticated luxury speci�cation experience available anywhere in the world.

The �rst-of-its-kind landmark location forms a key pillar of Aston Martin’s ultra-
luxury brand and customer experience strategy, with the commitment to provide the
very best possible environment for its most discerning clients to create their own
intimately personal Aston Martin.
Conscientiously designed to immerse onlookers into the thrilling world of Aston
Martin, visitors on Park Avenue are greeted by a unique window installation of epic
proportion, named the ‘Champagne Frame’. Created with one of the largest single
panes of glass ever installed into a New York building, the grand window frame looks
into the stars — Aston Martin’s most iconic models — which are carefully illuminated
by an impressive 2,100 bulbchandelier —  spanning 40-metres (131-foot). Meanwhile,
the use of mosaic tiles and commanding dining tables helps de�ne the new �agship,
bringing the best of British to one of the most prominent streets in the world.

by Genevieve Garrupo, courtesy Aston Martinby Genevieve Garrupo, courtesy Aston Martin
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The new location will serve as a showcase and launch venue for Aston Martin’s latest
products, from unique special builds to limited-edition models and newcomers to
Aston Martin’s breath-taking portfolio. From today, the �agship proudly displays the
all-new DB12 in North America for the very �rst time, in addition to the era-de�ning
Aston Martin Valkyrie AMR Pro hypercar.

Q New York o�ers an ultimate blend of digital and physical car con�guration. As part
of a custom-made appointment, clients will be able to visualise their personalised
Aston Martin on a 10.5 metre (35-foot) x 3.5 metre (10-foot) LED wall capable of
providing an ultra-high de�nition, 360-degree view of any Aston Martin in real-life
size. Sitting at the intersection between the physical and digital worlds, Aston
Martin’s intention is to provide such a realistic con�guration that clients feel as
though they could open the door to their car.

Use of the most innovative Near-Field Communication (NFC) technology will
facilitate a seamless, high-end customer speci�cation service, allowing clients to
combine the sensorial touch and feel of physical colour and trim samples with live
con�guration on screen.

A live video link from Manhattan to Aston Martin’s design studio in Gaydon, UK,
enables real-time communication with the brand’s renowned designers and the Q by
Aston Martin team, providing the most bespoke and sophisticated commissioning
experience available outside of a personal visit to headquarters.

O�ering a concierge experience, carefully curated high-end dining and overnight
travel experiences will also be available for those seeking to extend and elevate the
experience of creating their own Aston Martin.

Q by Aston Martin represents a key pillar of Aston Martin’s ultra-luxury strategy,
giving clients the ultimate sense of freedom and expression when customising their
cars. Whilst a long-standing part of Aston Martin’s DNA, this bespoke service
facilitates the growing trend of personalisation across the luxury goods segment.

Recent years have seen signi�cant growth for the Q by Aston Martin division with a
record number of Aston Martin units sold with bespoke touches and elements in 2022,
representing a 51% year-on-year increase. Notably, the Americas is the fastest
growing region for Q by Aston Martin, with 92% year-on-year growth in 2022.
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Special and limited-edition models have supported this growth, following the
introduction of speci�c Q by Aston Martin: Collection options. These carefully-
selected collections are fully costed and visible on the Aston Martin con�gurator,
acting as a signi�cant gateway to introducing customers to the world of Q by Aston
Martin and demonstrating the possibilities of this most intimate of services.

by Genevieve Garrupo, courtesy Aston Martinby Genevieve Garrupo, courtesy Aston Martin
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Q by Aston Martin: Commission, the very highest level of the bespoke service, takes
customers on an even more exclusive journey that involves a personal collaboration
with the Aston Martin design team. This provides an unrivalled opportunity to create
a truly bespoke, individual car, with customers known to invest upwards of 30% of the
car’s original retail value to add their own mark and achieve a truly bespoke creation.

Located on one of the most prominent corners of Midtown Manhattan, Q New York
unites both the handcrafted and high-tech nature of Aston Martin, showcasing the
very best of British craftsmanship and engineering against the backdrop of an
immersive speci�cation experience, thanks to state state-of-the-art technology.

Lawrence Stroll, Executive Chairman of Aston Martin said: “The opening of our �rst
�agship Q location, in our largest commercial market, is the latest distinct expression
of Aston Martin’s shift to an ultra-luxury brand. It demonstrates our ambition to
drive global growth and create elevated customer experiences to match our owners’
passion for Aston Martin.

“We recognise the growing trend of personalisation across the luxury goods segment
and see huge value in investing in our customer experience to create the best
speci�cation experiences available anywhere in the world. With a 92% increase in Q
by Aston Martin take-up in the Americas last year, this is the perfect time and the
perfect place for us to open our very �rst global �agship location.”

The design principles of the space are built upon quintessentially British architecture,
including extensive use of mosaic tiles, chandeliers, beautifully framed grand
windows, �replaces, and mantel pieces, as well as large scaling dining tables.

Ensuring the space re�ects the latest design trends be�tting of 21st century
Manhattan, an extensive level of attention has been paid to adapting materials and
furnishings, all of which are underlined with a conscious awareness of sustainable
materials and practises, in line with Aston Martin’s Racing. Green. sustainability
strategy.

Marek Reichman, Executive Vice President and Chief Creative O�cer of Aston Martin
said: “Creating wondrous places, spaces and experiences are important design
statements for us. And just as we belong in Formula One as British makers of ultra-
luxury high-performance sports cars, Aston Martin belongs in New York City. It’s a
place where dreams come true.

“We have created Q New York as a landmark across the Atlantic where our customers
can collaborate with our designers to make their own lifelong Aston Martin dreams
come true. “This is our version of creative performance design and precision craft at
their �nest – with sights and sounds, shapes and forms, and vivid colours and
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textured materials – all presented using the latest technology to provide customers
with the engaging Aston Martin experience that they deserve.”

Q New York is now o�cially open at 450 Park Avenue, with appointments available to
be scheduled by any Aston Martin dealer.

View gallery

Project Credits

Alexander Zilberman Architecture
Architects

Product Spec Sheet
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1 Sep 2023 News

Mecanoo realizes residential and commercial building in Manchester
industrial district
A residential and commercial building designed by Mecanoo has been completed in Manchester's
histori... More 

31 Aug 2023 News

Hotel Jaufentalerhof extension by DEAR Studio is a modern Alpine tribute
to traditional hay barns
Nestled amidst the serene landscapes of northern Italy, Residence Ambros designed by DEAR
Studio is... More 
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31 Aug 2023 News

Snøhetta composes a cosmic symphony in Orionis, a new planetarium and
observatory in northern France
Snohetta introduces Orionis, a new cultural destination in Douai, France. Encompassing a
planetarium... More 

31 A 2023 S i� i
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31 Aug 2023 Speci�cation

10 homes that make use of decorative ceramic tiles
Ceramic tile designs range from simple to complex, utilitarian to elegant. Available in an almost
in... More 

31 Aug 2023 News

High-end �shmonger shop concept by Baranowitz & Goldberg opens in
Tel Aviv
This week in the trendy Florentin District of Tel Aviv, high-end �shmonger shop concept Yama
by Bar... More 
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31 Aug 2023 News

NO crafts a temporary modular housing solution for inaccessible sites
using local materials
In a bid to reshape the architectural landscape, NO Architects, Designers, and Social Artists
unveil... More 

30 Aug 2023 News

Fuhali Jinan by CLOU Architects: Climbing Up to See Afar
With a commanding view over the famous Huashan Lake in Licheng District, Jinan City, Fuhali
Jinan by... More 
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30 Aug 2023 News

A new Icelandic viewing platform “symbolizes a precious silver ring”
belonging to a Viking ancestor
The “Ring of Bjólfur” is a circular viewing platform that will be constructed 650... More 
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